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Abstract
The influence of the wetting properties of a model porous medium on the
evaporation rate of water contained in the sample is studied experimentally.
For a hydrophilic porous medium, drying is mainly controlled by the liquid film
covering the solid grains and capillary rise inside the pores, leading to a constant
drying rate and a homogeneous desaturation of the whole sample in time. For
a hydrophobic porous medium, a drying front penetrates into the sample in the
early stages of evaporation and the drying rate is found to strongly depend on
the boundary conditions and wetting heterogeneities. In the presence of an air
flow along the free surface of the sample, the drying rate varies as the square
root of time, indicating a diffusive transport mechanism. Without air flow, a
power law behaviour for the drying rate as a function of time is observed with
an exponent of 0.75 ± 0.03. This is likely to be due to competition between
diffusion through the vapour phase and local capillary rise of the liquid due to
wetting heterogeneities. A surprising consequence is that for the late stages of
drying, the total evaporated mass may become larger without air flow than with
air flow.

Porous materials such as rocks, bricks, concrete, cement and wood when in contact with the
atmosphere are continuously subjected to imbibition–drying cycles which seriously affect their
durability, in particular because particle or ion transport may lead to chemical alterations of
the structure. Drying is also one of the most energy-consuming industrial processes, and
in addition the limitation of evaporation from soils is becoming a major challenge in the
context of a possible global temperature increase. The use of wide range of hydrophobic
surface treatments ‘water-repellent products’ in civil engineering and the building conservation
industry underlines the importance of wetting properties of the matrix on water transfer through
porous media. Mostly, the aim of such water-repellent treatments is to create a protective
layer and prevent water from imbibing the porous medium, thus limiting the damage that
can result [1, 2]. Pertinent examples of such damage are salt weathering during drying
(displacement of ions to the surface and crystallisation) or frost damage due to the freezing of
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water within the porous medium. However, the effect of wettability on water transport within
porous media is far from being well understood from a physical point of view.

From an experimental point of view, for most types of porous materials drying of
water takes place at an almost constant rate during a first stage (often down to a very low
liquid content); this is the so-called constant-rate period (CRP). Subsequently the drying rate
continuously decreases in time [3, 4]. However, these experiments were almost exclusively
carried out in porous media that were perfectly wetting to water. The effect of the wettability
properties of the solid phase was not studied systematically; van Brakel [5] simply remarked
that a ‘contamination’ of the sample surface could affect the drying rate.

From a theoretical point of view, most existing approaches for describing drying
characteristics rely on a description of the porous material as a continuum at some scale
much larger than the pore size, so that specific, local, physical effects are included in some
phenomenological parameters of the model [6]. In parallel the physics of (isothermal) drying
has mainly been dealt with using pore network models [7]. However, strong discrepancies with
experimental drying rates [8, 9] were observed, leading to the conclusion that drying could
not be considered strictly as an invasion percolation phenomenon because liquid counterflow
via continuous films plays a critical role [10, 11]. The potentially critical role of liquid films
in drying was recognized in several recent publications [8, 12–14] and the possibility of non-
trivial drying mechanisms including viscous effects was studied [11]. Finally, predicting the
evaporation rate and the internal distribution of liquid during drying as well as assessing the
effect of pore geometry remain a great challenge [5, 14–16].

All these considerations call for a better understanding of the effect of the wetting
characteristics of the liquid on the porous medium on the speed with which the material dries. In
this communication we report drying experiments on model porous media with well controlled
wettability properties of the solid. In addition, we varied the boundary conditions by allowing
the presence or absence of an air flow at the evaporating surface. The particular problem we
want to address here is the relative importance of different transport mechanisms in the liquid
and vapour phases during the drying process. To assess the role of capillarity on the transport
of the liquid phase, the wettability properties of the porous media were modified. To investigate
the role of the transport mechanism in the vapour phase, slow and fast drying experiments were
done on the systems mentioned above by either avoiding or having an air flow over the surface.
The results show a large impact of the wettability, with an additional important role for wetting
heterogeneities for the hydrophobic case. Perhaps the most surprising finding is that under
some circumstances at late times the total evaporated mass becomes larger without an air flow
over the surface than in presence of an air flow.

The drying experiments were performed in unconsolidated model porous media consisting
of hydrophilic or hydrophobic glass beads ((1) 240–320 μm or (2) 104–128 μm). In their
initial form the beads were hydrophilic. Hydrophobic beads were obtained by silanization with
fluorinated silane solution (Degussa). The contact angles (advancing and receding) of water,
determined from micro-photographs of the bead in contact with a droplet over a flat surface,
were θa = 11 ± 5◦ and θr ∼ 0◦ for hydrophilic beads and θa = 88 ± 5◦ and θr = 84 ± 5◦
for hydrophobic ones [17].

The porous media were obtained by filling a glass column (porosity, p ≈ 35%) with an
automated packing system (diameter 3 cm, height 3 cm). Two kinds of packing were used: (a)
hydrophilic or hydrophobic beads with a single diameter range (type 1); (b) hydrophilic beads
with a two-layer structure of two diameter ranges: type 1 beads over 2 cm at the bottom and type
2 beads over 1 cm on the top. Since the liquid is retracting itself from the porous medium during
drying, the receding contact angle is considered in the following. As a direct consequence, we
anticipate that a hydrodynamic film remains present at all times in the case of hydrophilic
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Figure 1. Evaporated mass of liquid as a function of time for homogeneous hydrophilic (circles),
hydrophobic (squares/grey) and two-layer hydrophilic (stars) beads in the presence of an air flow
on the top surface (0.2 m s−1). The dotted line shows the linear trend in the CRP.

packing. Distilled water with a surface tension of γ = 71.9 mN m−1 was used as the liquid
phase and air as the gas phase. The water saturated porous media were dried from the top
surface and in a controlled atmosphere chamber (relative humidity (RH) 46 ± 2%, temperature
(T ) 21 ◦C) in the absence or in the presence of an air flow (0.2 m s−1) at the top surface with
the same water content and temperature. The weight of the sample with time was measured in
time on an automated balance with a precision of (±0.001 g). The saturation profiles during
drying were obtained by measuring the absorption of gamma-ray radiation by the water in the
sample. This is achieved by passing the sample through a gamma-ray densitometer consisting
of a 11.1 GBq caesium-137 source and a NaI detector, and comparing the measured absorption
at different heights in the sample with that of the fully saturated sample before drying. The
uncertainty on saturation measurement is ±5% of the measured value.

For hydrophilic beads the typical behaviour is that of drying at a constant rate (0.12 g h−1)
followed by a much slower drying that sets in at a very late stage, at almost complete
desaturation (figure 1). The absence of an air stream also gives a constant rate of drying (CRP),
but with a much slower evaporation rate (0.037 g h−1). The critical saturation at which the CRP
ends turns out to be independent of the boundary conditions (about 7%). The CRP is clearly
associated with a homogeneous desaturation of the sample, i.e. there is no drying front down
to very low liquid content, although there may be a slight decrease of the liquid saturation very
close to the free surface of the sample (figure 2(a)). This result is similar to that obtained by
Guillot et al [18] from MRI measurements on a drying porous rock. Moreover this result is in
agreement with the simulations of Yiotis et al [10–12] showing that a CRP period is associated
with the existence of a continuous liquid film in contact with the free surface of the sample. The
spatial resolution of the measurements of the liquid distributions in the sample does not make
it possible to observe how the saturation profiles evolve during the second stage of drying.

The rate of drying in the CRP for two-layer packing is similar to that for a homogeneous
sample (see figure 1) [19, 20], which suggests that in the CRP some of the drying characteristics
are independent of the sample structure. For hydrophilic beads, the capillary rise ensures a
homogeneous distribution of the water throughout the sample. This also agrees with our data
for a two-layer structure: it is observed that the capillary effects are stronger in the region of
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Figure 2. Saturation profile within the sample at different times during drying for (homogeneous)
hydrophilic (a), hydrophobic (b) and two-layer hydrophilic (c) beads.

small pores, which leads to the desaturation of the bottom layer with the larger pores even if it is
far from the free surface of the sample (see figure 2(c)). Thus, as long as some continuous liquid
network exists throughout the porous sample drying mainly results from the liquid transport
through the porous network towards the free surface of the sample. The air progressively
penetrates into the sample via the formation of steady or transient continuous air networks
which tend to keep the homogeneity of capillary effects throughout the sample.
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Some authors [11] identified that this period effectively corresponds to the CRP, but could
not give a definite explanation for the fact that the rate of drying remains constant whereas
the saturation decreases on average. It was basically suggested that the evaporation from a
partially saturated porous material could be similar to that from a sample with a fully wetted
free surface. This explanation relies on the theoretical work of Suzuki and Maeda [21] which
showed that the evaporation from a dispersion of liquid patches on a planar solid surface is
almost constant as long as the fraction of liquid–gas interface is larger than 10%. However,
in a porous material the evaporation from liquid patches below the free surface of the sample
must a priori also be taken into account. In this context it was suggested that rapidly below this
surface the vapour density reaches a value close to its maximum, thus limiting evaporation [20].
The models [10–14, 16], which describe in detail the drying rate from one pore of specific
shape, provide some explanation of the basic physical process at the origin of some of our
observations: at this local scale there is a regime for which the film flows along particular solid
surfaces making it possible to maintain a CRP while vapour transport due to diffusion from the
interior remains negligible.

The results for the hydrophobic porous medium are completely different. When an
air stream is blowing over the sample, the evaporation shows a much smaller drying rate
for hydrophobic beads; the time to reach a saturation of approximately 25% is about ten
times longer for hydrophobic than for hydrophilic beads (figure 1). The saturation profiles
(figure 2(b)) also differ from those for the hydrophilic porous medium: the saturation decreases
to zero close to the free surface, leading to a clear drying front that subsequently propagates into
the material, and the drying rate decreases as the square root of time (0.52 ± 0.02). It follows
that for the hydrophobic porous medium the capillary forces are not strong enough to ensure
liquid transport to the surface at a rate that is comparable to the evaporation rate. The capillary
rise 2γ cos θa/ρgr , in which ρ is the water density, g the gravity and r the typical pore radius
(∼40 μm), is only ∼3.5 cm in the hydrophobic medium while it is ∼35 cm in the hydrophilic
one. Moreover, performing the classical Washburn experiments on the rate of capillary rise [22]
in our water-wet and water-repellent porous media reveals that the rate of capillary rise for
hydrophobic packing can be 5000 times smaller than that for hydrophilic ones. Consequently,
the observation that the drying front starts at the free surface and subsequently penetrates into
the porous medium suggests that it is the speed of capillary transport that is insufficient in
hydrophobic media to ensure a saturation of the evaporating surface. The evaporation therefore
takes place within the porous medium, and the evaporated molecules subsequently diffuse out
of the porous material.

In the absence of air flow the dynamics significantly change for the hydrophobic matrix.
The evaporated mass as a function of time may now be fitted by a power law behaviour with
an exponent 0.75 ± 0.02, intermediate between that for the hydrophilic beads (CRP, exponent
1) and hydrophobic beads in the presence of air flow at the surface (exponent 0.5) (figure 3).
This result suggests that, due to the absence of air flow and due to wetting heterogeneities,
there subsists some slow locally capillary draining from the deeper regions to the top of the
sample, while the rest of sample dries as usual by simple diffusion. Over long times, when the
saturation becomes low the evaporation via this local capillary rise would become predominant,
thus explaining the surprising fact that the total evaporated mass becomes larger without the air
flow than with it. Although the resolution of our gamma-ray measurement is not sufficient
to reach a definitive conclusion, our data concerning the saturation profiles in time seem to
confirm this interpretation (figure 4): for most of the drying period the porous medium just
below the surface remains saturated between 10 and 30% even over long times, in contrast
with the result with air flow for which the saturation is zero as soon as the drying front has
passed.
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Figure 3. Evaporated mass of liquid as a function of time for a hydrophobic porous medium
(a) without air flow and (b) in the presence of an air flow on the top surface (0.2 m s−1).
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Figure 4. Saturation profile within a sample at different times during drying of a hydrophobic
porous medium in the absence of air flow at the surface.

These results show the major role played by both the wetting properties of the porous
matrix and the boundary conditions (presence or absence of an air flow) on the drying
process. The rate of evaporation reduces significantly between a hydrophilic porous medium
and a hydrophobically treated identical porous structure. The evaporation kinetics of a
hydrophobic porous medium is slower because of the small capillary rise related to the wetting
heterogeneities (partially wetted surface). If the evaporated surface is no longer wetted by
the liquid (corresponding to a receding drying front), the evaporated molecules have to be
transported by a diffusion process. A surprising result of the competition between localized
capillary rise and diffusion is that over long times the evaporation rate can become smaller with
air flow that without. Due to air flow the initial drying rate at the surface is large and capillary
transport remains insufficient to maintain liquid at the evaporating surface and hence ensure a
partially wetted medium. Consequently, drying becomes governed by diffusion only associated
with a receding (dry) front.
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